The Question is About NATO
By Anna Von Reitz

The Truth is that NATO orchestrated the bloody putsch that put Zelensky in power in the Ukraine.

Then, right after that, NATO members went into the Ukraine and built a whole bunch of illegal biowarfare research facilities.

They couldn't do it in their own countries, so they did it in Ukraine.

And all the other ugly, nasty, illegal things they couldn't do in their own countries --- drug and arms running, prostitution, human trafficking, organ harvesting, adrenochrome production, and so much more --- they did all that in the Ukraine as well.

They made Ukraine the Crime Capital of the world. Even most of the phone scams were being run out of Ukraine.

Having the Russians come in and clean things up is bad for business for the Cabal, but in the end, will be great for everyone else concerned.

The Russians and Turks, Poles and Serbians, everyone in the region ----will benefit from shoving the pirates back into the sea and forcing NATO to take the blame it so richly deserves for doing all these noxious things.

The question isn't --- "Why is Russia doing this?" It's perfectly obvious that Russia was being impacted by the criminality in Ukraine. The question is --- "Why is NATO using Ukraine as a staging ground for every crime there is? What kind of organization has NATO become?"
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